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Joe Rogan has also told a story about meeting Sean Astin, who played the title
character in the hit movie The Goonies. Astin is a writer who has also written plays and
music. In 2019 he wrote a book about his life and is a person of interest in the murder
of a missing persons case in Texas. Astin also has a special connection to actors
because of a role he played in his youth. The Goonies movie tells the story of a group
of kids who set out on an adventure. One of the kids is a young Astin who plays
Donnie. Astin became aware of Rogan through a fan letter he sent to the podcast at
the time the movie was being filmed. Astin was a guest on JRE #1388. In preparation
for my 2nd interview with Joe Rogan, I listened to The Magic of Thinking Big by Tony
Robbins. The new book by Robbins was released in 2019 and serves as a manual for
self-reliance and achieving greatness. Prior to reading the book, I had limited my
listening to Live Your Legend: The New Rules for Success and Fearlessness by Tony
Robbins. He was a guest on JRE #931 in 2017 to discuss achieving personal success in
business. The 7 Spiritual Laws of Business by Daniel Goleman was a personal favorite
of mine and Joe Rogan recommended it to him. It was released in 2019 and is a non-
fiction book that was published when Rogan first started on the podcast. The 6th law of
the book focuses on improving our mental health. The law reads: It is far more
important to make our mental health good than to make it rich. Joe Rogan was a guest
on JRE #1245 in August 2019 where he discussed the book. He also mentioned that his
favorite non-fiction book is Creative Visualization: How to Use Your Imagination to
Create Anything by Esther Hicks. You can listen to JRE #1245 if you want to learn more
about the topics covered. Joe Rogan was a guest on JRE #1065 in February 2020. He
talked about the new book, The Rumor: Reflections of a Bygone Era by Shelby Steele.
The book was released in 2018 and Steele was a guest on JRE #1234 to discuss it. The
book looks at Rumor, Prejudice, Insults, and the Issue of Contrarianism. In 2020 the
podcast was available on all podcast platforms including our website and the Apple
Podcast platform. The new way you can subscribe to the podcast is through Stitcher
for iOS and Android. You can subscribe to the podcast through the Stitcher website for
desktop computer and desktop computer users. The podcast also has apps for iOS and
Android smartphones that you can download from the App Store or Google Play Store.
To listen to podcasts on your smartphone, you will need to first make sure that the app
is set up for podcasts. The podcast app will detect if it is set up for podcasting and take
you through a quick setup process. Many of the podcasts also have online player apps
you can access directly from the podcast website. If you are wondering about the
audio quality of the podcast, the audio was recorded on the Blue Yeti microphone in
the studio. The plugin that we used to record the podcast was Audacity. The Blue Yeti
microphone was picked up by a gapped mike cable and then plugged into the Blue Yeti
via the XLR port. Since I am recording one microphone at a time, my voice was fed into
the Blue Yeti via the input of the gapped mike cable. I used the Blue Yeti microphone
and the gapped mike cable to separate my voice from the other audio sources in the
room. To download the podcasts, you can go to the feed at Stitcher.com. To listen on
the mobile app, you can go to the iOS app or Android app. Also, if you would like to
leave a voice mail or a voicemail for the podcast, please call (424) 362-2650. You may
leave a message anytime. The History of the Podcast January 3, 1991: Joe Rogan
received his first commercial copy of PC Magazine.
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joe rogan discussed his book collection for the first time in a long time on jre #822. he
mentioned that he doesnt read fiction, prefers non-fiction, but he does love books. his

favourite book is a room of my own by virginia woolf and he recently added the
audiobook version of going bald by paul sims to his collection. his second favourite
book is the road less traveled by m. scott peck and he said that it is one of the most
influential books he has read. for anyone interested in reading the original book, he

recommends the audiobook version narrated by simon vance. he was very excited to
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learn that a second volume of the trilogy is being released. joe rogan discussed his
audiobook collection for the first time in a long time on jre #821. rogan recently

bought the audiobook version of the 7 habits of highly effective people by stephen
covey. the 7 habits of highly effective people is the most popular book in the covey

oeuvre. it contains his four most influential lessons: 1) be proactive; 2) begin with the
end in mind; 3) put first things first; 4) synergize. rogan said he was feeling a bit

hesitant to listen to the book because he read the book so many times and he really
didnt feel like he needed to hear it again. joe rogan has been listening to the

audiobook version of the haunting of hill house by shirley jackson. the haunting of hill
house is a 1959 american supernatural horror film and the first feature film adaptation
of shirley jackson s 1959 short story the haunting of hill house. jackson was a guest on

the jre on may 15, 2018. 5ec8ef588b
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